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Tongues, Interpretation and
Prophecy

2012-12-03

wherefore brethren covet to prophesy and forbid
not to speak with tongues 1 corinthians 14 39 is
everyone supposed to speak in tongues what are the
differences among new tongues other tongues kinds
of tongues and unknown tongues does the gift of
prophecy always contain predictions about the
future here are answers to the most often asked
questions concerning tongues interpretation and
prophecy topics include the difference between
gifts and ministries the difference between
spiritual gifts and mankind s talents the
difference between praying in tongues and speaking
in tongues modern examples of speaking in tongues
when to interpret tongues the gift of prophecy don
basham also discusses why so many spirit baptized
christians experience only the gift of speaking in
tongues and why they do not move on into other
gifts

Interpretation of Tongues and
Prophecy in 1 Corinthians 12-14,
with a Pentecostal Hermeneutics

2019-05-21

bringing spiritual experience into the domain of
biblical hermeneutics this book will certainly
stimulate current debates within this field among
both pentecostals and christians of other
traditions the author also applies a pentecostal
hermeneutical methodology to paul s teaching on
tongues and prophecy in 1 corinthians 12 14



opening possibilities to a pentecostal
pneumatology that tends instead to focus on the
lukan narrative paul s texts are reconsidered not
as doctrinal or situational documents but as
dynamic communication within a living community

A Handbook on Tongues,
Interpretation and Prophecy

1971

in thus saith the lord david chapman goes verse by
verse through 1 corinthians chapter 14 and teaches
the proper use of prophecy and the gift of tongues
in the church topics include the difference
between praying in tongues and the public gift of
tongues the benefits of praying in tongues how and
when the gifts of prophecy and tongues and
interpretation should be used in the church how to
judge prophecy the truth about the fallacies of
cessationism how to receive the baptism with the
holy spirit words studies of the original greek
are included with every verse david chapman is the
lead pastor at the river in safford arizona he has
a passion to teach god s word and train believers
to do the works of the ministry david was called
into the ministry in 1989 and has pastored
churches in four different states

The Power of Tongues

2005

a vocal spiritual gift must meet three criteria it
must bring honor to christ it must edify the
believers it must be a positive influence on
unbelievers present foreword by george o wood



Thus Saith the Lord

2014-05-15

this is an examination of the background to the
gift of tongues in the light of old testament
prophecy in this book hiu firstly examines the
background to the gifts of tongues and prophecy
with a comprehensive assessment of the historical
evidence both primary and secondary finding that
tongues is a uniquely christian phenomenon hiu
then demonstrates that new testament prophecy is
best considered as a direct extension of old
testament prophecy hiu moves on to define and
describe the functions of both tongues and
prophecy in the new testament which subsequently
provides a clear base from which to seek a
coherent understanding of the context and intent
of paul s regulations in 1 cor 14 26 40 attention
is then focused on the socio religious context of
the known new testament churches to determine if
these regulations are applicable in non corinthian
congregations this ties in with a wider debate in
pauline scholarship surrounding whether paul s
intent was for corinthians to be only addressed to
the church at corinth or whether he intended it to
have a secondary audience also finally hiu draws
the conclusion that paul s regulations in 1
corinthians are aptly applicable in all known new
testament churches and that the corinthian
situation is not unique the natural inference is
thereby that these regulations may be considered
further in application to christian churches in a
contemporary setting

The Gifts of Tongues and of



Prophecy

2001-07-01

the scenes of babel and pentecost the original
confusion of tongues and their redemption through
translation haunt german romanticism and idealism
this book begins by retracing the ways in which
the task of translation so crucial to romantic
writing is repeatedly tied to prophecy not in the
sense of telling future events but in the sense of
speaking in the place of another most often
unbeknownst to the speaker herself in prophetic
speech the confusion of tongues repeats each time
anew as language takes place unpredictably in more
than one voice and more than one tongue at once
mendicino argues that the relation between
translation and prophecy drawn by german romantic
writers fundamentally changes the way we must
approach this so called age of translation whereas
major studies of the period have taken as their
point of departure the opposition of the familiar
and the foreign mendicino suggests that romantic
writing provokes the questions how could one read
a language that is not one and what would such a
polyvocal polyglot language have to say about
philology both for the romantics whose translation
projects are most intimately related to their
philological preoccupations and for us in
prophecies of language these questions are pursued
through readings of major texts by g w f hegel
wilhelm von humboldt friedrich schlegel and
friedrich hölderlin these readings show how when
one questions the presupposition of works composed
by individual authors in one tongue these texts
disclose more than a monoglot reading yields
namely the plus of their linguistic plurality from
such a surplus each chapter goes on to advocate
for a philology that in and through an inclination



toward language takes neither its unity nor its
structure for granted but allows itself to be most
profoundly affected addressed and afflicted by it

Those Controversial Gifts

1983

the gifts of the spirit are the abilities of god
given to the believer it makes us live beyond the
natural and this book explain in simple ways the
gifts of utterance and their operations this helps
our fruitfulness as a believer who is growing
spiritually in this book you will learn about 1
how you are not limited to a gift but can walk in
all and the principles that governs the operation
of the nine gifts 2 scriptural expositions of the
gifts of prophecy divers kinds of tongues and
interpretation of tongues with scriptural evidence
3 how this gifs flows and their triggers 4 how to
know if a prophetic word is from god 5 the
different purpose of tongues and how to interpret
in a public gathering the things of the spirit can
be taught just as jesus taught his disciples how
to pray i believe as you follow the teachings in
this book you will be enabled to walk in these
gifts each gift is followed with an activation
session which is to help you stir up their
manifestations it is your time to soar in the
abilities of god

When the Spirit Speaks

2009

glazov demonstrates that the interlinked themes of
bridling the tongue and opening the mouth well
known components of wisdom teaching are also
crucial to understanding much in the prophets as



well as later jewish and christian writings
especially liturgical texts his comprehensive
survey and analysis of the theme contribute to
both a literary and a historical perspective on
the prophetic literature of the bible

Regulations Concerning Tongues
and Prophecy in 1 Corinthians
14.26-40

2010-08-05

the biblical gift of speaking in tongues is the
supernatural gift from god of speaking in a known
foreign language to unbelievers without any
previous knowledge or training in that language
and what is spoken in that foreign language is the
gospel of jesus christ the main purpose is in
order that christ and him crucified would be
preached to all nations in a language that the
hearer would understand yet today many wolves in
sheep clothing have perverted what the true gift
of speaking in tongues really is and have replaced
it with all sorts of false doctrines this bible
study teaches verse by verse on this topic
teaching what the bible says as compared to what
the heretics of today have to say who are
deceiving christians by telling them to pray in
ecstatic utterance that was once only associated
with demonic possession and as you will see a very
dangerous doctrine is being spewed from the
tongues of these false prophets

Prophecies of Language

2016-12-01

dr o palmer robertson shows from scripture that



the call today for such gifts as prophecy instead
of showing the way forward to a more biblical
christianity represents a failure to grasp the
fullness of new testament privileges

How to Operate in the Gifts of
Prophecy, Tongues and
Interpretation

2020-06-18

readers reviews of this little book by christians
who are open to the present day operation of the
spiritual gifts speak for themselves more than a
bible study the gift of tongues gives practical
and personal guidance answering questions that too
often go unasked the author covers various views
on the gift of tongues and briefly addresses the
cessation theory topics include the purposes of
tongues use of tongues in church and in private
the nature and value of tongues to the church and
to the individual and how to revive a church in
which the gifts have dwindled quotes is it any
wonder that the principalities of darkness are
rising up and overpowering the floundering church
of north america our mighty weapons in christ have
been cast aside for the rocks and clubs of mere
human ability natural instead of supernatural but
predictable and logical and conveniently taught in
seminary christianity is nothing more than
religion when it ceases to be supernatural

The Bridling of the Tongue and
the Opening of the Mouth in



Biblical Prophecy

2001-03-01

have you ever wondered about the gifts of tongues
prophecy or the baptism of the holy spirit so many
opinions and points of view vary on these topics
are they for today did they die with the apostles
this book takes a look at these issues with a
panoramic journey throughout the bible in both the
old and new testaments their effects in church
history and what that means for us today if you
have ever wondered or struggled with these topics
then this book is for you

What the Bible Says about
Speaking in Tongues

2014-05-22

the mysteries revealed on speaking in tongues is a
book dedicated to educating the body of christ on
the purpose of god s supernatural language most of
the time people associate tongues with
interpretation in a church setting for the use of
prophecy but tongues is a major asset in your
personal prayer life and it was a command from
jesus himself tongues is not your ticket to heaven
that comes only from jesus but tongues is the
evidence of the holy spirit and a resource
available to lead a successful and powerful life
while here on earth tina unveils the mysteries of
why we speak in tongues these truths will help you
get the victories in life that every believer
needs and learn to rest in the holy spirit contact
information for the back of the book tina jackson
po box 603 fenton mi 48430 ubeautifulcreation
gmail com ubeautifulcreation com



Tongues and Prophecy

1972-01-01

are you confused about spiritual gifts and their
merit how about their validity in today s world
writing as a result of personal experience the
author was once in the same situation you are now
she was very unsure about praying for healing
praying in tongues and everything about prophecy
when she first encountered them instead of running
away and avoiding the questions she became
determined to find the biblical truth of these
gifts whether or not they were valid or even
important to the church to her surprise she found
the detailed answers that the lord had provided
already in his word in a visually interesting
simple and conversationally based question and
answer format here is a small book filled with the
biblical answers that you too have been searching
for

The Final Word

1993-01-01

speak in tongues about 95 percent of spirit
baptized christians don t understand the purposes
and benefits of speaking in tongues more than 600
million christians have received the gift of the
holy spirit yet most do not utilize this precious
gift to its full potential and many who do speak
in tongues on a regular basis do not fully
understand all the benefits this gift brings you
can learn how to use your spirit language to see
prayers answered activate more faith receive
healing and victory and increase god s love and
power within your life and ministry you can
utilize the gifts of the holy spirit through



speaking in tongues by learning 70 reasons for
speaking in tongues 15 biblical proof reasons 30
personal benefit and blessing reasons 25 powerful
spiritual ministry reasons 70 reasons for speaking
in tongues was written for spirit filled believers
and those who want to know more about this god
given holy spirit infused gift that has changed
hearts and minds for generations

The Gift of Tongues

2012-04

a supernatural tool for end time revival you are
living in the last of the last days a season where
god is pouring out his spirit upon believers
empowering them to walk in the greatest flood of
prophetic power the earth has ever seen and usher
in the end time harvest are you prepared annette
capps author ordained minister and daughter of
well known author and teacher charles capps
invites you the believer into the realm of the
prophetic flow of the spirit so you can take your
place in the coming revival in the spirit of
prophecy annette shares her own supernatural
experiences and encounters with the holy spirit
and his gifts she offers unique insight into the
seemingly contradictory prophecies being given
today and in the past also included are prophecies
delivered by charles capps that are still speaking
power and revelation to the body of christ
subjects you will learn about are how you can flow
in the gifts of the spirit shaking the devil s
kingdom reaching beyond to the millennium sound
frequencies that open prophetic winds prophecy in
prayer preaching and music kings prophets and
nations women in ministry counterfeit miracles
rise up it s time to get equipped with prophetic
revival tools



Say What?

2018-03-27

the 12 facts about tongues booklet can be used by
itself or as a companion to the book titled
tongues god s provision for dynamic growth and
supernatural living it includes three sections 12
facts about tongues questions and answers
regarding the gift of tongues and steps to receive
the gift of tongues a wonderful primer on the gift
of tongues

Prophecy and Inspired Speech in
Early Christianity and Its
Hellenistic Environment

1995

the phenomenon of speaking in tongues is examined
in its religio historical context part 1 considers
recent scholarly studies of inspired speech in the
ancient world where parallels have been alleged
with the early christian experience as recorded in
the new testament in part 2 both the lucan and
pauline references to tongues are considered in
detail with a view to discerning the significance
of the phenomenon for the church its its mission
and worship in the light of this practical
implications are drawn for the church in the 21st
century

Mysteries Revealed On Speaking In
Tongues

2016-11-21



this book is my translation of the bibles prophecy
as well as how it ties into todays events it
breaks down a couple of books within the bible it
talks more about the 144 thousand it gives the
reader a clearer picture of who the 144 thousand
are and it explains where they come from this book
is an attempt to help people to become more
comfortable in reading the bible you can read this
book and follow along with your bible follow along
read and prepare for whats coming in the future

How & Why to Pray for Healing,
Pray in Tongues & Give Prophecy

2011-10-19

this book presents a thorough examination of the
gift of tongues and prophecy thereby revealing the
objective of these gifts and the order of their
use apostle paul focuses on the underlying
principles that consistently determine the
importance of interpreting or explaining unknown
tongues by excelling in these truth you will be
prepared to minister to the specific needs of
those god brings into your life with the help of
the biblical truth concerning speaking in unknown
tongues you can be confident that your course of
action fits into god s overall plan and purpose
for your life and ministry every christian who
seeks to follow and witness for jesus christ
should read this meaningful book this book
provides a powerful perspective on understanding
the gift of tongues prophecy and unknown tongues
all truths are easy to understand once they have
been discovered apostle paul desired that the
corinthian church as well as today s local church
do all things in the appropriate order without
confusion among god s people this godly order was
to guide them in proper worship and order in the



church these instructions to do all things
decently and in order are still applicable today
things that are done decently and in order will
advance the church in building up believers and
bring sinners to repentance let everything be
without confusion disorder and division god is the
author of peace as in all the churches of the
saints

Seventy Reasons for Speaking in
Tongues

2012-11-20

eschewing extremes bible scholar d a carson
explores the controversial subject of the role of
the holy spirit in the life of a believer and in
the life of the church unpacking 1 corinthians 12
14 as well as touching on relevant passages in
acts carson faithfully follows the evidence of the
text and offers an honest look at the strengths
and weaknesses of both charismatic and non
charismatic viewpoints

Speaking in Tongues

2006-04-19

the gift of prophecy is an awesome gift paul
instructed us to covet to prophesy the focus of
this book is to bring clarity to the gift of
prophecy prophetic operations and to the pitfalls
associated with prophetic ministry this
information will help individuals to rediscover
the purpose of the prophetic gift in the church



The Spirit of Prophecy

2022-06-21

in considering this controversial theme the author
had a fivefold intent to examine every passage in
the new testament dealing with the gift of tongues
to consider the significance of tongues in the old
testament the apostle paul indicated that god s
purpose for the gift of tongues could be
discovered in the law 1 corinthians 14 21 22 to
study the gift of tongues from a dispensational
point of view in light of god s marvelous and yet
distinctive programs for both israel and the
church to provide a definitive answer to the
difficult question when did tongues cease to apply
the rich truths of this study to the proper
functioning and conduct of the local assembly of
believers today

12 Facts about the Gift of
Tongues

2011-10

from the great outpouring of the holy spirit on
the day of pentecost to the azusa street revival
that spread across the world and many other
similar outpourings and revivals in christian
history the experience and practice of praying in
tongues has been a channel of great blessing and
strength to many discover the wonderful benefits
of praying in tongues and how this can strengthen
your spiritual life immensely watch our online
sunday church service live stream every sunday at
10 30am indian time gmt 5 30 spirit filled
anointed worship word and ministry for healing
miracles and deliverance youtube youtube com



allpeopleschurchbangalore website apcwo org live
our other websites and free resources church apcwo
org free sermons apcwo org sermons free books
apcwo org books daily devotionals apcwo org
resources daily devotional jesus christ
examiningjesus com bible college apcbiblecollege
org e learning apcbiblecollege org elearn
counseling chrysalislife org music apcmusic org
ministers fellowship pamfi org church app apcwo
org app churches apcwo org ministries churches
this book may be freely used by individuals small
groups churches and ministries for non commercial
purposes these are not to be sold and must be
distributed freely

Speaking in Tongues

2002-12-31

enter into a dimension of prayer that hell doesnt
want you to know about are we living in the last
daysthe end times yes should this cause us to be
hopeless give up and just wait around for jesus to
take us off the planet and wait for everything to
fall apart no while you live and breathe on planet
earth you are called to see gods plans and
purposes come to pass until jesus comes back you
are living on earth on assignment the key to
fulfilling your purpose and completing heavens
assignment for your life is praying the perfect
will of godespecially during the times of crisis
that continue to come into the world how can you
pray perfect prayers simple the holy spirit gives
you this supernatural ability through praying in
tongues respected prayer leader and bestselling
author jennifer leclaire provides an easy to read
guide that shows you how to experience the
benefits of praying in the spirit building your
faith fortifying your spiritual armor sensitivity



to the fathers love hearing gods voice more
clearly tap into supernatural peace receive divine
healing and more to discern prophetic ways that
the earth is groaning and crying out for your
prayers to be answered understanding the signs of
the times protects you from deception to pray
supernatural prayers that advance gods kingdom no
matter what crisis is happening praying in the
spirit gives you supernatural endurance to outlast
any trial or crisis get filled with the holy
spirit and start praying in tongues the key to
thriving in these uncertain times is closer than
you can imagine praying in the holy spirit unlocks
your power potential of praying perfect prayers

144 Thousand and Speaking in
Tongues

2011-07-07

jesus told his disciples not to leave jerusalem
without the spirits power that same power to heal
the sick and cast out demons is still relevant and
available to every christian who believes from his
thirty years of experience w k alsop answers such
questions as is the baptism in the holy spirit
with the evidence of speaking in tongues for every
believer today is there a difference between the
spirits baptism and the gifts of different kinds
of tongues the interpretation of tongues and
prophecy why is there so much controversy in the
body of christ over this experience what are the
benefits that come from this experience of the
spirits baptism what is the power that i should
expect to receive from this experience the holy
spirit desires to release this spiritual power
through you as he did with the believers in the
1st century now is the time for you to pick up his
mantle and demonstrate the power of the holy



spirit in the 21st century

The Biblical Truth

2020-09-11

what does the gift giver say about the gift he
gave this book will help you overcome the
arguments fears and anxieties related to this gift
features and benefits shares the author s personal
testimony and spiritual journey with speaking in
tongues examines the history of this gift in the
church for the past two thousand years interacts
with those who have denied that this gift is valid
for today s church speaks to the relationship
between spirit baptism spirit filling and the gift
of tongues few other issues have separated the
church more than the issue of tongues sam storms
focuses on this controversial subject with his
signature insights to theology and the gifts of
the spirit what does the gift giver say about the
gift he gave storms seeks to bring balance to this
subject in the language of heaven as he wrestles
with this sensitive issue experientially as well
as theologically he ultimately provides a platform
to allow god to speak for himself as he addresses
every text of scripture on the subject and engages
with every theological issue that speaking in
tongues provokes as a pastor storms knows the
questions that the typical churchgoer is asking
and provides clear and accessible answers to them
all including is the gift of tongues for every
christian or only some how does the gift of
tongues operate in the life of the believer
individually in private practice how does the gift
of tongues operate in the corporate assembly of
god s church how is the christian edified and
strengthened by praying in tongues how do i pray
for the gift and prepare my heart to receive it



you can overcome the arguments fears and anxieties
related to this spiritual gift remember god gives
only good gifts and it is his intention that his
church utilize all that he has provided so that we
might experience all that he is

The Bridling of the Tongue and
the Opening of the Mouth in
Biblical Prophecy

1994

our god speaks god is always challenging us to
expand our spiritual growth the prophetic must
never become boring and routine but it should
always be exciting and new the value of prophetic
activations is that they will break limitations
and give readers the ability to operate in
different techniques in their spiritual walk
prophetic activation offers practical teaching
from best selling author john eckhardt on how to
activate the prophetic by guiding readers through
steps such as reading a scripture and then
releasing a prophetic word to someone receiving
just one word from god and then releasing a full
prophecy praying in the spirit tongues and then
releasing an interpretation

Showing the Spirit

2019-01-01

hey do you want to know what prophecy is what it
really is in user friendly prophecy you ll learn
the basics of how to prophesy who can prophesy who
is a prophet and many other concepts whether you
re a novice or a seasoned believer this book will
teach you the fundamentals and stir up the



prophetic gift that god has placed inside you
filled with practical principles and personal
stories it will encourage you to step out into the
deep waters of biblical prophecy

The Prophetic Mantle

2014-08-04

an excellent summary of the biblical content on
speaking in tongues from a non charismatic
position includes a helpful bibliography

God's Gift of Tongues

2005-10-01

stacey campbell a respected teacher and regular
and high profile recipient of the gift of ecstatic
prophecy explains the ins and outs of this
remarkable mode of prophecy

The Wonderful Benefits Of Praying
In Tongues

2021-06-01

Your End Times Prayer Secret

2020-04-09

A River Runs Through Me

2014-10-29



The Language of Heaven

2019

Prophetic Activation

2016

User Friendly Prophecy

2011-07-28

New Testament Teaching on Tongues

2002-11-01

Ecstatic Prophecy

2008-11

Tongues, the Greatest Gift?

1992
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